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Figure 39. The time evolution (in Gyr) of the origin of elements in the periodic table: Big Bang nucleosynthesis (black), AGB stars (green),

core-collapse supernovae including SNe II, HNe, ECSNe, and MRSNe (blue), SNe Ia (red), and NSMs (magenta). The amounts returned via

stellar mass loss are also included for AGB stars and core-collapse supernovae depending on the progenitor mass. The dotted lines indicate the

observed solar values.

• 49% of C, 51% of F, and 74% of N are produced by
AGB stars (at t = 9.2 Gyr). Note that extra production
from Wolf-Rayet stars is not included and may be im-
portant for F (Jönsson et al. 2014; Spitoni et al. 2018).
For the elements from Ne to Ge, the newly synthesized
amounts are very small for AGB stars, and the small
green areas are mostly for mass loss.

• α elements (O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ar, and Ca) are mainly
produced by core-collapse supernovae, but 22% of Si,
29% of S, 34% of Ar, and 39% of Ca are come from
SNe Ia. These fractions would become higher with
sub-Ch-mass SNe Ia instead of Ch-mass SNe Ia in this
model (Kobayashi, Leung & Nomoto 2020). There-
fore, in the [X/Fe]–[Fe/H] relations, the slopes of the
decrease from [Fe/H] ∼ −1 to ∼ 0 are shallower for
these elements than those for O and Mg.

• A large fraction of Cr, Mn, Fe, and Ni are produced by
SNe Ia. In classical works, most of Fe was thought to
be produced by SNe Ia, but the fraction is only 60%
in our model, and the rest is mainly produced by HNe.
The inclusion of HNe is very important as it changes
the cooling and star formation histories of the Universe
significantly. Co, Cu, Zn, Ga, Ge are largely produced
by HNe.

• Among neutron-capture elements, as predicted from
nucleosynthesis yields, AGB stars are the main enrich-
ment source for the s-process elements at the second
(Ba) and third (Pb) peaks.

• 32% of Sr, 22% of Y, and 44% of Zr can be produced
from ECSNe even with our conservative mass ranges,
which is included in the blue areas. Combined with
the contributions from AGB stars, it is possible to per-
fectly reproduce the observed trends (Figs. 33-35), and
no extra LEPP is needed. The inclusion of ν-driven
winds in GCE simulation results in a strong overpro-
duction of the abundances of the elements from Sr to
Sn with respect to the observations.

• For the heavier neutron-capture elements contributions
from both NS-NS/NS-BH mergers and MRSNe are
necessary, and the latter is included in the blue areas.

In this model, the O and Fe abundances go though the
cross of the dotted lines, meaning [O/Fe] = [Fe/H] = 0 at
4.6 Gyr ago. This is also the case for some important ele-
ments including N, Ca, Cr, Mn, Ni, Zn, Eu, and Th. Mg is
slightly under-produced in the model. The under-production
of the elements around Ti is a long-standing problem. The
s-process elements are slightly overproduced even with the
updated s-process yields in this paper. Notably, Ag is over-
produced by a factor of 6, while Au is under-produced by a
factor of 5. U is also over-produced. These problems may
require revising nuclear reaction rates.

3.6. Uncertainties

As discussed in previous sections, these GCE predictions
mainly depend on the input nucleosynthesis yields, and hence
it is difficult to quantify the uncertainties, i.e., theoretical er-
ror bars. Very roughly speaking, α-element abundances can
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UFDとは？

❖ UFDは小さな (< 105 Lsun) 衛星
銀河

❖ 星年齢が古い

❖ 高赤方偏移(z>6)の良いプロー
ブ

❖ “0 or 1 r-process”

❖ Small but important !

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_Group



❖ ハロー星の[Eu/Fe]分散は他の元素
よりはるかに大きい。

❖ 3個/16個のUFDでのみEuが見つか
る。

❖ → r過程は rare and prolific.

r過程 [X /Y ] = log10[ NX

NY ] + C

Normalized to solar8 Marshall et al.

Figure 4. Non-neutron-capture element abundances in Tuc III (symbols as in Figure 1) compared to stars in other ultra-faint
dwarf galaxies (colored circles and triangles, the latter indicate upper limits): Horologium I (Nagasawa et al. 2018), Reticulum II
(Ji et al. 2016b), Tucana II (Chiti et al. 2018), Bootes I (Gilmore et al. 2013; Ishigaki et al. 2014; Frebel et al. 2016; Norris et al.
2010), Bootes II (Ji et al. 2016d),Coma Berenices and Ursa Major II (Frebel et al. 2010), Hercules (Koch et al. 2008), Leo IV
(Simon et al. 2010), Segue 1 (Frebel et al. 2014), and Segue 2 (Roederer & Kirby 2014). Milky Way halo stars (Roederer et al.
2014) are plotted as small grey points. The expected trend in α-elements can be seen most easily in the Ca and Ti abundances.

as shown in Figure 8. We collect all measured radial
velocities for the five Tuc III stars in Table 6. We con-
firm the results of Li et al. (2018), i.e. that there is a
significant velocity gradient across the Tuc III system.
We also see some evidence for velocity variations in in-
dividual stars, discussed in more detail in Section 5.3.

5. DISCUSSION

Throughout this Section we include the star DES
J235532 studied by Hansen et al. (2017) in the discus-
sion, increasing the sample size to five.

5.1. The r-process enhancement event

Tuc III Chemical Analysis 9

Figure 5. Neutron-capture element abundances in Tuc III compared to other ultra-faint dwarf galaxies and Milky Way halo
stars. Symbols as in Figure 4. Dashed lines in the right panel indicate the traditional definition of r-process enhanced stars:
r-I stars have 0.3 < [Eu/Fe] < 1; r-II stars have [Eu/Fe] > 1. Four of the five Tuc III stars lie within these boundaries and are
classified as r-I stars; the fifth star (J235738) has error bars that cross the discriminator.

Figure 6. Absolute abundances of neutron-capture elements for our stars compared to scaled solar system s-process (dashed
line) and r-process (solid line) abundance patterns, taken from Simmerer et al. (2004). A constant offset has been added to
each star’s abundances.

Tuc III is the second ultra-faint dwarf galaxy contain-
ing multiple stars enhanced in r-process elements. As
discussed in Section 1, the first such galaxy, Ret II, is
even more highly enhanced than Tuc III, i.e. many of
the Ret II stars are r-II stars (see Figure 7). The fact
that so many stars in a galaxy as small as Ret II share a
common chemical pattern suggests that a single nucle-
osynthetic event must have occurred early in the history
of the galaxy, polluting future generations of stars, and

that most of the stars in the galaxy were impacted by
the event.
The r-II stars in Ret II have an average enhancement

in Eu of [Eu/H] ∼ −1. Ji et al. (2016a) used this level
and an estimated dilution gas mass, i.e. the mass of hy-
drogen gas that the r-process material is diluted into,
of Ret II of 106 M⊙ to argue that a binary neutron
star merger was the most likely source of the excess of
Eu detected in Ret II as other sources would not have

~3dex

~1.2dex

Gray: halo stars
Colored: UFDs

Marshall+18



Ba in UFDs

Ret II, Tuc III, and Gru II have Eu-detected stars

[X /Y ] = log10[ NX

NY ] + C

Normalized to solar

❖ Euが見つかった星はBaも多い。これは“rare, prolific r-

process event”の寄与と思って良い。

10

Figure 3. [X/Fe] derived abundances for Gru II (black stars) compared to stellar abundances from the MW halo (grey dots;
Roederer & Kirby 2014) and other UFD galaxies (colored dots according to legend, see text for references). Upper limits for
Gru II stars are marked with downward pointing black triangles.
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Figure 3. [X/Fe] derived abundances for Gru II (black stars) compared to stellar abundances from the MW halo (grey dots;
Roederer & Kirby 2014) and other UFD galaxies (colored dots according to legend, see text for references). Upper limits for
Gru II stars are marked with downward pointing black triangles.

Ret II
Tuc III

CH star

Original figure: Hansen+20

This work

❖ “no r-process” UFDでは
Baはどこから来るのか？

❖ AGB星はBa量を説明で
きるのか？



方法: simulation

❖ コード: AREPO

❖ Auriga銀河形成モデル

❖ Ba はAGBからのみ。

❖ “Large UFD” (2×104 
Msun) と “Small 

UFD” (3×103 Msun)で
シミュレート。

[X /Y ] = log10[ NX

NY ] + C

Normalized to solar

Time evolution of stellar mass 



結果: [Ba/Fe]

❖ [Ba/Fe]が低い。

❖ より長く星を作る？

❖ しかし”Large UFD”はUFDと
しては星形成が長く続いたサ
ンプル。

Small UFD

Large UFD

[X /Y ] = log10[ NX

NY ] + C

Normalized to solar



結果: [Ba/Fe]の分散
❖ 星形成が長く続くと(> ~500Myr)、

[Ba/Fe]の分散が大きすぎる。

❖ AGBだけではUFDのBaが説明でき
ない。

❖ 解決策

❖ IMFを変える(skipped)。

❖ 短いdelay-timeでBaを入れ、低
金属量での[Ba/Fe]を上げる。

Small UFD

Large UFD

[X /Y ] = log10[ NX

NY ] + C

Normalized to solar



結果: 他のBa源

❖ delay-time無しで、1 Msun

の星あたり3×10-10 Msunの
Baを注入した。

❖ [Ba/Fe]の値はおおよそ合っ
ており、 一つの系内の[Ba/

Fe]分散も大きすぎない。

Another source

Original

[X /Y ] = log10[ NX

NY ] + C

Normalized to solar



議論1: UFDのBaの起源は？
❖ super-AGB はどうか？

❖ 質量範囲が狭く、十分には寄与しなかった。

❖ 回転星はどうか？

❖ モデルの不定性が大きく、観測は再現しうる。星の回
転の観測等でより強くモデルを制限したい。

❖ ハローの低金属量星はr過程>s過程。しかし回転星はs過
程。

❖ r過程かs過程か？: 観測による制限が重要

[X /Y ] = log10[ NX

NY ] + C

Normalized to solar



❖ [Ba/Fe]がUFD間で異なるのは何故か？

❖ IMF averagingがちゃんと効いているとすると、違いを生む候補は 1. yield, 2. IMF, 

3. SFH

議論2: UFDの多様性 [X /Y ] = log10[ NX

NY ] + C

Normalized to solar

❖ 金属量は同程度なので、1. and 2. は(だ
いたい)同じ。

❖ 星形成史は「delay-timeのある」寄与が
重要ならば重要。しかしAGBが否定され
ると、特にそんな寄与はない。

❖ IMF averagingが効いていない: rare 

event?

10

Figure 3. [X/Fe] derived abundances for Gru II (black stars) compared to stellar abundances from the MW halo (grey dots;
Roederer & Kirby 2014) and other UFD galaxies (colored dots according to legend, see text for references). Upper limits for
Gru II stars are marked with downward pointing black triangles.
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Figure 3. [X/Fe] derived abundances for Gru II (black stars) compared to stellar abundances from the MW halo (grey dots;
Roederer & Kirby 2014) and other UFD galaxies (colored dots according to legend, see text for references). Upper limits for
Gru II stars are marked with downward pointing black triangles.

CH star

Original figure: Hansen+20



結論: We need something.
❖ AGBだけではBa量を説明でき
ない。

❖ 解決策

❖ IMFを(大幅に)変更する。

❖ 他のBa源を考慮する。
1Msunの星あたり3×10-10 

MsunのBaを作るくらい。

[X /Y ] = log10[ NX

NY ] + C

Normalized to solar

Another source

Original


